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Editorial 
Dear  Readers – This second SNE issue of the year 2015, the special issue ‘Simulation of Technical Systems – Methods, Tools & 
Applications’, compiled by the guest editors Thorsten Pawletta (Univ. od Applied Sciences Wismar) and Heinz-Theo Mammen (Hel-
la Corporate Center GmbH, presents selected extended contributions from an ASIM workshop on this subject. Indeed the broad va-
riety of the contributions is very impressive and shows, that modelling and simulation is part of almost all research and develop-
ment processes for technical systems. The term ‘Technical System’ must be seen in a very general an interdisciplinary context, from 
design via implementation to operation of a technical systems, as the contributions prove.  
The cover page shows the 2nd variation of the algorithmic art design, which Vlatko Ceric, past president of CROSSIM, has provided 
for the cover pages of SNE Volume 25. Algorithmic art is visual art generated by algorithms that completely describe creation of 
images. The technique used for the picture series is alienation of ‘classic’ pictures by mainly geometric algorithms – each of the 
three variations is based on the same classic picture, alienated by the same algorithm, bus with different parameters. 
  I would like to thank all authors for their contributions, and especially the guest editors of this special issue, who helped to 
continue the series of SNE special issues, and last but not least thanks to the ARGESIM SNE layout staff for typesetting, prepara-
tions for printing, and web programming for electronic publication of this SNE issue. 
 

Felix Breitenecker, SNE Editor-in-Chief, eic@sne-journal.org; felix.breitenecker@tuwien.ac.at 
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Editorial SNE Special Issue   ‘Simulation of Technical 
Systems –  Methods, Tools & Applications’ 

 

Modelling and Simulation is an important approach for 
development and operation of technical systems for 
many years. Accordingly, the ASIM sections Simulation 
of Technical Systems and Foundations and Methods in 
Modelling and Simulation organize an annual workshop 
focussed on several topics regarding the simulation of 
technical systems and general methods and tools in this 
broad field. 

This special issue presents six selected papers from 
the workshop held in Stralsund, Germany, in June 2015 
and locally organized by professor Christine Wahmkow 
and her team from the University of Applied Sciences in 
Stralsund. The selected contributions show the wide 
range of methods and tools used and some considered 
applications. 

The methodological oriented article Potential of Dy-
namically Adaptable Simulation Models for Virtual 
Commissioning  by Puntel Schmidt and Fay investigates 
the potential of dynamically adaptable simulation mod-
els for virtual commissioning of control code deployed 
on Programmable Logical Controllers.  

Deatcu et al. present in the contribution MATLAB/ 
Simulink Based Rapid Control Prototyping for Multi-
vendor Robot Applications a MATLAB/Simulink tool-
box for rapid control prototyping (RCP) of multivendor 
robot applications. After a general discussion of apply-
ing the RCP approach for developing industrial robot 
controls, the design and usage of an appropriate toolbox 
is described. 

Gomez and Lampe also present a tool development 
using MATLAB in the third contribution of this issue, 
Towards a Newer Toolbox for Computer Aided Poly-
nomial Design of Sampled-Data Systems. It presents 
new ideas to update the DIRECTSD toolbox, which re-
alizes recently developed polynomial methods for the 
analysis and optimal design of sampled-data systems. 

The fourth contribution Simulating a Pneumatics 
Network using the Modelica Fluid Library by Drente 
and Junglas discusses modelling and simulation of a 
pneumatic network using the Modelica Fluid Library 
(MFL). It highlights advantages and problems of the 
MFL to solve such applications. 

 
Markwirth et al. present in Efficient Modelling of Het-
erogeneous Battery Management Systems a simulation 
environment for the design of battery management sys-
tems (BMS) based on the modelling languages SystemC 
and SystemC-AMS. Moreover, they describe the inte-
gration of BMS in COSIDE a design environment for 
heterogeneous systems. 

The sixth contribution Design and Optimization of 
an Energy Manager for an Office Building by Majetta et 
al. presents objectives and results of the research project 
enerMAT. A core of enerMAT is the development of 
Building Energy Management Systems (BEMS) based 
on simulation and optimization methods.  

The contribution by Franz Preyser et al., Implemen-
tation of Hybrid Systems Described by DEV&DESS in 
the QSS Based Simulator PowerDEVS, combines two 
new approaches for implementation of hybrid systems – 
DEV&DESS with QSS, the Quantized State System.  
The authors present a method for implementing hybrid 
models, formulated as DEV&DESS, in the QSS based 
simulator PowerDEVS.  

The last contribution Domain-Specific Languages 
for Flexbily Experimenting with Stochastic Models by 
Peng et al. discusses and illustrates, how domain specif-
ic languages can be used to specify simulation experi-
ments. The authors emphasize on stochastic models, 
where several problems arise in specifying simulation 
experiments, such as probability estimation, tolerating 
stochastic noises, and robustness measurement.  

 
The editors would like to thank all authors, who 

have contributed to this special issue, and we thank es-
pecially for the additional work in improving, extend-
ing, and correcting the contributions from the workshop. 

  
 

Thorsten Pawletta, thorsten.pawletta@hs-wismar.de 
University of Applied Sciences Wismar, Germany  
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Potential of Dynamically Adaptable Simulation 
Models for Virtual Commissioning 

Philipp Puntel Schmidt*, Alexander Fay 

Helmut-Schmidt-University, Insitute of Automation, Holstenhofweg 85, D-22043 Hamburg 
*philipp.puntelschmidt@hsu-hh.de 

 
 
Abstract.  Virtual commissioning (VC) is used to test 
control code deployed on Programmable Logical Control-
lers. Simulation models of a plant are the core of any VC 
approach. Simulation models should represent the plant 
in a way so that the correct process execution can be 
tested under customers’ conditions. Simulation models 
of a plant are usually not built monolithically, but by 
many partial simulation models that represent the mod-
ules or components of the investigated plant. To ensure 
that the VC is efficient and provides helpful results, these 
partial simulation models can be implemented at differ-
ent levels of detail, depending on the current test scenar-
io. Usually, the definition of the modules’ and compo-
nents’ level of detail is fixed. However, situations exist 
where more than one level of detail can be adequate. A 
dynamically adaptable level of detail seems beneficial to 
e. g. keep computing time at a reasonable level and to 
ensure meaningful results of the plants simulation mod-
el. However, no method or approach exists so far to 
handle a dynamically adaptable level of detail. The paper 
presents the research results of the authors on virtual 
commissioning and focuses on a simulation point of view 
and is organized as follows: In Section 1, a brief descrip-
tion is given on how to define the right granularity of 
simulation models used for virtual commissioning. Based 
on these results, several levels of detail and model types 
that can be used for a VC approach are introduced in 
Section 2. In Section 3, situations are described where 
more than one level of detail is suitable. In Section 4 and 
Section 5, potentials and challenges of a dynamically 
adaptable level of detail are dicussed and possible solu-
tion contributions that could yield benefits for a VC ap-
proach are shown. 

Introduction

Figure 1: Components within a module. 
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1 Defining the Right Granularity 
of Simulation Models 
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Figure 2: Principle of ‘clustering’: Components with strong 
interaction are arranged to clusters (which 
henceforth form the modules). 

2 Model Types and Levels  
of Detail for Virtual 
Commissioning 

LoD

•

•

•

•

•
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•

•

•
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Table 1: Overview of defined levels of detail and several 
important aspects of VC. 

2.1 Ensuring consistent interfaces  
between simulation models in  
different levels of detail 

2.2 Deficits when defining the level  
of detail for certain modules 

3 Identifiying Situations  
where an Adaptable Level  
of Detail is Appropriate 

Macroscopic
dev. mech.

(nd) (d) (nd) (d)
Consideration 
of entire process 
mapping

- - -

Time-based 
behaviour

X X X X

Dynamical/physical 
behaviour (if 
applicable)

X X X

Failure states
Consideration of 
processed good*:

X - - -

- Movement of goods 
on stated paths 
(= degrees of freedom)

X - - ** - X

- Free movement of 
goods in space

X - - X X -

- Collision of goods 
possible

X - - X *** -

** Acceleration free movement
*** Only possible in simulated degree of freedom

Mesoscopic Microscopic
dev. mech.

* Good is synonym to bulk goods or piece goods

dev: device, mech: mechanical /pneumatical/hydraulical basic system (see 
VDI2206 [2]), nd: not dynamical, d: dynamical

Aspect:
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3.1 Example 

Figure 3: Example as described. 

Figure 4: Exemplary PLC program that shows execution  
of process steps P1 and P2. 

3.2 A systematic way to identify modules 
that can potentially switch regarding  
to their level of detail 
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Figure 5: Example of a Domain Mapping Matrix where 
processes are assigned to modules within a 
plant. Processes refer to process steps as  
defined in Chapter 2.1. 

 

4 Potentials and Challenges of 
an Adaptable Level of Details 

4.1 Possible implementation strategies 
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4.2 Influences on computing time when 

simulating in different levels of detail 

4.3 Conclusions and thoughts about an 
adaptable level of detail 
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5 Requirements for Implementing 
an Adaptable Level of Detail 

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

6 Conclusion 
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Abstract.  Industrial robots are used in various fields of 
application and many robot manufacturers are active in 
the market. In most cases, their software solutions are 
proprietary and, consequently, they cannot be used for 
third party robots. Moreover, the integration of external 
hard- or software is highly restricted. Long term stand-
ardization efforts for robot programming languages, 
such as the Industrial Robot Language (IRL) and its suc-
cessor, the Programming Language for Robots (PLR), 
have been mostly ignored by robot manufacturers. This 
fact leads to a restriction on the combined usage of ro-
bots. Multi-robot applications where robots have to 
interact are usually limited to software solutions and 
robots of one manufacturer. On the other hand, control 
design in engineering is often carried out by the usage of 
Scientific and Technical Computing Environments (SCEs) 
like MATLAB. The Robotic Control & Visualization Toolbox 
(RCV Tbx) for MATLAB/Simulink tries to close the gap 
between robot manufacturer-specific software solutions 
and SCEs. The current version of the RCV Tbx supports a 
uniform and integrated control development for KUKA 
and KAWASAKI robots in the MATLAB/Simulink environ-
ment. An extension to other robot types is straight for-
ward. Thus, the implementation of heterogeneous multi-
robot applications is considerably simplified. 

Introduction

Computa-
tional Engineering and Automation
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1 Rapid Control Prototyping 

1.1 Fundamentals 

Figure 1: Adopted V-Model for Robot Control  
Development According to Maletzki [9]. 
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1.2 RCP and proprietary robot controls 

Figure 2: Conventional robot control development using 
vendor specific software. 

Figure 3: Detailed V-Model for robot control  
development according to Maletzki [9]. 

implicit code generation

Software 
in the Loop
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1.3 RCP and the RCV Toolbox for 

MATLAB/Simulink 

Figure 4: Robot control programming with the RCV Tbx 
for MATLAB/Simulink. 

Figure 5: A Multi-robot configuration with  
heterogeneous robot types using the RCV Tbx. 

2 Design and Usage of RCV  
Tbx for MATLAB/Simulink 

Robotic Control Tbx
Robotic Visualization Tbx
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Control Interpreter Visualization

Figure 6: Main parts of the RCV toolbox for 
MATLAB/Simulink. 

Ro-
botic Control Tbx

Robotic Visualization Tbx

Robotic 
Visualization Tbx

Figure 7: Simplified interpreter algorithm. 
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2.1 Part I: Robotic Control Tbx 

robot()

robot()

>> h1 = robot( 'open', 'Kawasaki',... 
               'tcpip', IP-ADRESS, PORT ); 
>> h2 = robot( 'open', 'Kuka',... 
               'serial',COM-PORT); 
>> robot( 'close', h1, h2); 

Listing 1: Create and destroy robot objects. 

rbrake()

rcallback()

rdisp()

rerror()

rget()

ris()

rkill()

rmove()

robot()

rpoint()

rprocess()

rreset()

rrun()

rset()

rstatus()

rstop()

rteach()

rwait()

Table 1: List of available robot control commands. 

robot()

rbrake() rkill() rreset() rrun() rstop()

rprocess()
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>> load P1 P2 
>> rprocess( {... 
              Kuka, P1,... 
              Kawasaki,{P2, 'speed', 50},... 
             },... 
             { 
              Kuka, 'home',... 
              Kawasaki, 'home',... 
             } ); 

 
Listing 2: Two robots in a concurrent operation  

pro-grammed with rprocess(). 

Kuka Kawasaki 

P1 P2

 P1

P2.

rprocess()

Figure 8: State-based control using Stateflow  
and RCV Tbx. 

2.2 Part II: Robotic Visualization Tbx 
Robotic Visualization Tbx

Robotic Visualization Tbx

Figure 9: Types of visualizable object. 
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ViSu.start 

ViSu.stop 

ViSu.info 

ViSu.create() 

ViSu.repose_robot() 

ViSu.delete_robot() 

ViSu.place_env() 

ViSu.repose_env() 

ViSu.delete_env() 

ViSu.place_part() 

ViSu.repose_part() 

ViSu.delete_part() 

Table 2: User Interface for Visualization. 

2.3 Integrated RCV Tbx usage example 

1  >> ViSu.start; 
2  >> ViSu.create('Kawasaki', 40000,... 
                  [0,0,0,0,0,0]); 
3  >> r1=robot('open', 'Kawasaki',... 
              'tcpip', 'localhost', 40000); 
4  >> ViSu.create('Kuka', 40001,... 
                  [500,500,0,0,0,0]); 
5  >> r2=robot('open', 'Kuka',... 
              'tcpip', 'localhost', 40001); 
6  >> ViSu.place_env('table.stl',... 
                   [-800 0 0 0 0 0],'blue'); 
7  >> ViSu.place_part('test_tube.stl',... 
               [-800 0 400 45 0 0],'white'); 
8  >> rset(r1,'signal', [-9, 10]); 
9  >> rmove(r1,'home2'); 
10 >> rmove(r2,'home2'); 
11 >> ViSu.info; 
12 >> ViSu.delete_part(1); 
13 >> robot(r1, r2, 'close'); 
14 >> ViSu.stop; 

Listing 3: Code Example of Interaction of the two Parts  
of RCV Tbx for MATLAB/Simulink. 
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ViSu.create()

robot(’open’,…)

 
Figure 10: Visualization example after creation of objects. 

‘home2’

Figure 11: Visualization example after execution of  
some control commands. 

ViSu.create()

r2

’serial’ ’tcpip’

3 Summary and Further Work 
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Abstract.  This work presents recent steps taken in order 
to update the DIRECTSD toolbox for MATLAB. Thistoolbox 
realizes recently developed polynomial methods for the 
analysis and optimal design of sampled-datasystems. Once 
released, the version under development will be compati-
ble with the newest versionsof MATLAB and includes the 
possibility of working with both SISO and MIMO systems. 
The text describesthe last published version, an interim 
version currently running and the updates planned for a 
future stablerelease. Some usage examples obtained with 
the interim version are also presented. 

Introduction 

lifting
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DOI:  10.11128/sne.25.tn.10294 
Received: August 15, 2015 (Selected ASIM STS 2015  
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1 Structure of DIRECTSD 3.0 

poln

tf, zpk, ss,

 poln 

2 Interim: DIRECTSD 3.5 

poln 

 tf  
sdtf  sdtf 

 tf 

2.1 H2-Optimization of a system with delay using 
Zero and First Order Hold 

Figure 1. Structure of the system. 
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Figure 2. Standard sampled-data system. 

>>T = 1; %Sampling Period 
>>H0 = tf(1,[1 0]); %Zero-order hold 
>>H1(:,:,1,1)=ss(1);%First-order hold 
>>H1(:,:,2,1)=ss(1);%First-order hold 
>>P = zpk([],[0 -1],1); %Plant 
>>tau = 0.1; 
>>Fdelay = tf(1); 
>>Fdelay.iodelay = tau; 
>>Pdelay = P*Fdelay; 
>>sys = [P Pdelay; -P -Pdelay]; 

sdh2

>>[Kzohd, err0d] = sdh2(sys,T,[],H0); 
>>[Kfohd, err1d] = sdh2(sys,T,[],H1); 

Figure 3. Comparison of the inter-sample variances for 
the cases with ZOH and FOH. 

sdh2norm
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>>t = linspace(0,T,50); 
>>errs0d = sdh2norm(sys,Kzohd,t,H0); 
>>errs1d = sdh2norm(sys,Kfohd,t,H1); 

2.2 H2-Optimization of a generic system  
with two delays  

 
Figure 4. Structure of the system. 

>>F1 = tf(1,[1 1]); 
>>F2 = tf(2,[1 2]); 
>>Fm = 1; 
>>Fw = 1; 
>>tau1 = 0.05; 
>>tau2 = 0.1; 
>>G = -tf(1,'iodelay',tau2); 
>>H = tf(0.25,[1 0.25],'iodelay',tau1); 
>>V1 = 1; 
>>V2 = 2; 
>>T = 0.5; 
>>H0 = tf(1,[1 0]); 
>>K = [V1*F2*Fw 0; 0 0]; 
>>L = [V1*F2*F1*H; V2*H]; 
>>M = [G*F2*Fw G*Fm]; 
>>N = G*F2*F1*H; 
>>sys = [K L; M N]; 
>>[C, err] = sdh2(sys,1,[],H0) 
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3 Future Version: DIRECTSD 4.0 

 poln
 zpk, tf  ss 

4 Concluding Remarks 
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Abstract. The Modelica Fluid library provides a frame-
work and a large number of components for thermo-
fluid applications. This should simplify the task of model-
ing a large pneumatics system considerably. Neverthe-
less a lot of problems remain. Some of them are due to 
the lack of important components that are difficult to 
model, others are related to deficiencies of the used 
modeling software. But the really hard problems come 
from conceptual difficulties that are well known to ex-
perts and plague the practical modeler. The lessons 
learned from building and using a basic pneumatics 
library show what is feasible right now - and where fu-
ture work is needed to make modeling of fluid systems 
easier. 

Introduction
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1 The PneuBib Library 

Figure 1: PneuBib library. 

• Interfaces Icons

• Parts

• SourcesConsumers

• Sensors

• CompressorController

Parts

Tank

Pipe

CurveMFL

Curve

dp_curvedOverall_DP

Parts

2 Modeling a Tee Branch 

TeeJunc-

tionIdeal TeeJunctionVolume
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TeeBranchFD

TeeBranchXRG

TeeBranch1

TeeBranch1

TeeBranch1C

Figure 2: Pressure drop coefficient for the splitting tee 
branch. 

TeeBranch

3 Testing the Tee Branch 
Components 
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Figure 3: Model for testing a tee branch component. 

TeeBranchFD TeeBranch1

TeeBranch

Figure 4: Comparison of the pressure drops in join mode. 

TeeBranch

Tee-

Branch

TeeBranch

TeeBranch
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System

Tee-

Branch

TeeBranch

TeeBranch

4 Simulating Complete 
Networks 

TeeBranch

Figure 5: Model of a pneumatics network. 
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•

•

•

5 Working with OpenModelica 

Tank Pipe

Curve

Figure 6: Simulation results of the example network. 

Bend-

FlowModel

dp_curvedOverall_MFLOW

dp_curvedOverall_DP
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TeeBranch1

Tee-

Branch1C

6 Conclusions 

•

•

•
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Abstract.  A simulation environment for the design of 
battery management systems (BMS) based on the mod-
elling languages SystemC/SystemC AMS will be present-
ed. Models of battery cells, the temperature and current 
sensors, the components for balancing of the battery 
cells, the integrated circuits to monitor the cell voltages 
and the interface for the data transmission to the con-
troller where the BMS software is running describe the 
hardware. The software can be integrated via an AU-
TOSAR RTE compliant application programming interface 
into the simulation. The approach allows considering the 
nominal as well as the faulty behaviour of components. 
The simulation environment is integrated into the design 
environment COSIDE. 

1 Introduction 

2 Implementation 
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Figure 1: Components of the BMS Design environment. 
 

 Model  Description 

Battery battery_cell Table model for battery cell 

cell_temp Heat generation in the 
battery cell and exchange 
with the environment 

 battery_pack_6s1p Battery stack  
(6 battery cells in series) 

BM IC bmic_eln Model of the electrical 
terminal behaviour of the 
BM IC for measuring and 
monitoring battery stacks in 
hybrid and electric vehicles 

BM IC bmic_simple Behavioural model for BM 
IC for measuring and moni-
toring battery stacks in 
hybrid and electric vehicles. 

Environ-
ment 

simple_hvcs_eln High voltage current sensor 

ntc_thermistor_ 
characteristic 

NTC resistance characteris-
tic with temperature de-
pendency 

temperature_ 
measurement_eln 

Resistance circuit for tem-
perature measurement 

file_in_eln_isource Source with reading a  
current profile from a file 

BM Con-
troller 

RTE AUTOSAR RTE compliant 
API of the BM controller 
(BM-software) 

TLM tlm2spi_target Transaction Level Model 
(TLM) interface for SPI 
(for connection of the BM 
the BM IC controller) 

tlm_current_sensor TLM interface for Local 
Interconnect Network (LIN) 
modelling (for connection 
of the power sensor to the 
BM controller) 

tlm_controller TLM model of the  
BM controller 

Table 1: Models for virtual design platform.  

3 Example 
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Figure 2: Top level description of a BM system model. 
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Figure 3: Current profile, voltage and SOC of a battery cell. 
 
 

4 Selected Models 

4.1 Model for the battery cell 

Figure 4: Structure of a cell model. 

4.2 Interfaces of BM IC and BM controller 

•
•
•

−
−

•

−
−
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•

−
−

•

4.3 BMS application software interface 

4.4 Inclusion of the BM - software 

Figure 5: Interface with BM IC and BM controller. 

Figure 6: Generic controller model and implementation  
of software applications. 

4.5 Hardware-in-the-loop  
application (HiL) 
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5 Outlook and Summary 
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Abstract.  Nowadays saving energy in the building sector 
is more important than ever. To achieve a reduction of 
energy consumption and also CO2 emissions of build-
ings, energy efficient Building Energy Management Sys-
tems (BEMS), respectively called energy managers, are 
developed in the research project enerMAT. Therefore, 
enerMAT creates a novel approach for simulation, opti-
mization, and verification that will aim to design a new 
generation of energy-aware optimized BEMS which will 
allow an overall cross-trade automatic control of energy 
flows to maintain user comfort whilst minimizing energy 
consumption and CO2 emission.  
The optimization referenced to energy uses a model-
based approach with an overall building system model 
enabling the assessment of the energy performance for 
different design and operation alternatives of the energy 
manager in interaction with the building. This system 
model allows a simulation-based, energy-aware, global, 
dynamic, multi-criterial optimization of the energy man-
ager. In this paper, the idea, the modeling of an office 
building and its energy manager and different optimiza-
tion studies and their results are presented. 
 
Keywords: Building, Energy Management, Green Building  
Library, FMI, PSO Optimization 
 

Introduction
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1 Modeling 

Figure 1: FASA office building in Chemnitz. 

Figure 2: Energy producing part of the office building. 

BuildingZone

BuildingZone

Sto

Con-
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2 Energy Manager Development 

2.1 Energy manager for energy consumption  

Table 1: Example lookup table. 
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Figure 3: Heating up curve of single office room. 
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Figure 4: Heating and cooling of the office room  
(room temperature calculated by f(t)). 

Figure 6: Comparison of room temperatures calculated  
by f(t) and by the GreenBuilding room model. 

Figure 5: Schematic description of energy manager development. 
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Figure 7: Target temperature w with lowering at  
weekends. 

Figure 8: Statechart for controlling the stove. 

Figure 9: Temperature trajectory with setpoint lowering 
on weekends. 

2.2 Energy manager 
for energy generating 

furnace_Ctrl 
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Figure 10: Optimization tool from EAS. 

3 Optimization Studies 

3.1 Energy manager for energy 
consumption 

opt_p1 opt_p2
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TF = E + p_below + p_above

E
p_below p_above

TF

opt_p1 = 0.027 
 opt_p2 = 370 

Figure 11: Room temperatures before and after  
optimization. 

3.2 Energy manager for energy generating 
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Table 2: Optimization studies. 

•

•

•

•

•

•

4 Summary 
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Abstract. In this article, amethod for implementing hy-
brid models, formulated as DEV&DESS, in the QSS based
simulator PowerDEVS is presented. PowerDEVS is actu-
ally a pure DEVS simulator. However, it is specialised for
simulating continuous Models (DESS) using QSS (Quan-
tized State System) to translate them into discrete event
models (DEVS). Therefore, it is perfectly suited for the
simulation of hybrid models (DEV&DESS). When design-
ing and simulating coupled DEVS models though, very
soon a lot of difficulties occur caused by concurrent
events and feedback loops. Hence, first some concepts
are introduced of how to implement an atomic DEVS in
a way that avoids those difficulties. Afterwards, an ap-
proach of how to implement an atomic DEV&DESS is in-
troduced which makes use of those concepts.

Introduction

The factor ‘costs for energy consumption’ is gaining

more and more importance in terms of production pro-

cess optimization. Since most of the time energy in-

tense processes in a production line are of continuous

nature a demand is rising for being able to formulate

those continuous aspects in addition to the usual dis-

crete logistical aspects in one simulateable model [1].

See [2] for preceding work on this issue.

Herbert Praehofer introduced DEV&DESS

(Discrete Event & Differential Equation System

Specification) [3] for the formal description of hybrid

systems. DEV&DESS is based on the two formalisms

DEVS and DESS invented by Bernard Zeigler [4]

for the description of discrete event systems and

continuous systems, respectively.

However, as digital computers work in a purely

discrete way, DESS models and therefore also

DEV&DESS models have to be discretised somehow

before they can be simulated on a digital computer. The

usual method is to apply an ODE solver onto the dif-

ferential equations describing the continuous model. A

rather new alternative is called QSS (Quantized State

System) [5] which is already mentioned in [4] as it

transforms the continuous model (DESS) into a discrete

event one (DEVS). Ernesto Kofman introduced a set of

advancements to QSS [6],[7],[8],[9], [10] which have

been implemented in PowerDEVS [11]. PowerDEVS

is a DEVS simulator that supports graphical block ori-

entated model description comparable to Simulink or

Dymola.

Although PowerDEVS is specially designed for im-

plementing continuous models in an discrete event

manner, so far there has been no way to directly imple-

ment a DEV&DESS. A formal method of how to embed

DEV&DESS in DEVS is presented in [12]. Based on

this work, a generic PowerDEVS DEV&DESS block is

developed.

However, creating and simulating coupled DEVS

models turns out to be quite difficult. This mainly is

owed to the various numbers of possible scenarios of

concurrent events that may occur during simulation and

that have to be considered when defining the DEVS

of each single block involved. To relieve the modeller

of these difficulties, a new PowerDEVS Atomic DEVS
block is introduced, based on the DEVS extension Par-
allel DEVS (P-DEVS, see [13]). The thereby devel-

oped methods for concurrency treatment are then also

utilized for the mentioned generic DEV&DESS block,

called Atomic DEV&DESS.
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1 Theoretical Background

1.1 DEVS

DEVS denotes a formalism for describing systems that

allow changes only at discrete points in time called

events. An atomic DEVS is specified by the following

7-tuple.

< X ,Y,S,δext ,δint ,λ , ta >

where

X . . . set of possible inputs(e.g. Rn)

Y . . . set of possible outputs(e.g. R+×N×R
m)

S . . . set of possible states(=state space)

Q = {(s,e)|s ∈ S,e ∈ [0, ta(s)]}
δext : Q×X → S . . . external state transition function

δint : S → S . . . internal state transition function

λ : S → Y . . . output function

ta : S → R
+
0 ∪∞ . . . time advance function

Figure 1 illustrates a DEVS graphically. It basically

consists of an inner state s that can be altered by the ex-

ternal and internal state transition functions which are

evaluated each time an external or an internal event oc-

curs. External events are triggered by arriving input

messages x, whereas internal events are triggered when

the current state s has not changed for the duration of

ta(s). On each internal event, right before δint is called,

the output function λ is evaluated which may result in

an output message y.

s ∈ S
e ∈ [0, ta(s)]x ∈ X y ∈ Y

s := δext(s, e, x) s := δint(s)

y := λ(s)

DEVS

e > ta(s)

tlastEv := t

e = t− tlastEv

tlastEv := t

Figure 1: Graphical illustration of an atomic DEVS.

As an atomic DEVS has input and output ports, it can

be coupled with other atomic DEVS resulting in a cou-
pled DEVS whose behaviour again can be described

by an atomic DEVS (see closure under coupling prop-

erty in [4]). Figure 2 illustrates some possible coupling

schemes of atomic and coupled DEVS.

atomic atomic

atomic

atomic

�

non-atomic

atomic

non-atomic

atomic

Figure 2: Coupling scheme of DEVS blocks.

Two types of DEVS can be distinguished:

Definition 1.1 Mealy Type DEVS
A DEVS is called Mealy Type DEVS or of Type Mealy,
if there exists an internal state s and an external input
x in such a way that ta(δext(s,x)) = 0. Thus, a model
described by a mealy type DEVS may produce an output
as immediate response to an input.

Definition 1.2 Moore Type DEVS
A DEVS is called Moore Type DEVS or of Type

Moore, if it is not of type mealy.

1.2 DEV&DESS

DEV&DESS formalism is a composition of DEVS and

DESS and therefore capable of describing hybrid sys-

tems. An atomic DEV&DESS can be described by the

following 11-tuple:

<Xdiscr,Xcont ,Y discr,Y cont ,S,δext ,Cint ,δint ,λ discr, f ,λ cont >

where

Xdiscr,Y discr . . . set of discrete inputs and outputs

Xcont ,Y cont . . . set of continuous inputs and outputs

S = Sdiscr ×Scont . . . set of states(=state space)

Q = {(sdiscr,scont ,e) |sdiscr ∈ Sdiscr,scont ∈ Scont ,e ∈ R
+
0 }

δext : Q×Xcont ×Xdiscr → S . . .external transition fct.

δint : Q×Xcont → S . . . internal transition function

λ discr : Q×Xcont → Y discr . . .discrete output function

λ cont : Q×Xcont → Y cont . . .continuous output function

f : Q×Xcont → Scont . . . rate of change function

Cint : Q×Xcont →{true, f alse} . . . event condition fct.

As it can be seen, apart from ta, each component of an

atomic DEVS is recurring in an atomic DEV&DESS.

Additionally there are the right side of the ODE f
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and the continuous output function λ cont describing the

DESS part. The state event condition function Cint
though, is new. It is responsible for triggering inter-

nal events in the DEV&DESS and therefore replaces

ta. However, Cint does not only trigger time events, but

also state events, i.e. events caused by the internal state

q reaching some specific value. Nevertheless, both time

and state events result in an execution of δint .

Figure 3 shows a graphical illustration of an atomic

DEV&DESS. As well as DEVS also DEV&DESS is

closed under coupling. However, continuous output

ports cannot be coupled arbitrary to discrete input ports,

but only if their output value is guaranteed to be piece-

wise constant. See [4] for more details about that and

about DEVS and DEV&DESS in general.

2 DEVS Simulation in
PowerDEVS

In PowerDEVS a DEVS of an atomic block con-

sists of the specification of the six C++ func-

tions: init(t,parameters), ta(t), dint(t),

dext(x,t), lambda(t) and exit(). These func-

tions are member functions of a C++ class describing

the block. Thus, state variables, block parameters and

auxiliary variables are defined as member variables of

that class making them accessible in all the member

functions.

These member functions are called by the Pow-

erDEVS simulation engine whenever their execution is

necessary to calculate the models dynamic behaviour.

The function init(t,parameters) is called right

before the actual simulation is started and can be used

to initialise the system’s state and to read block param-

eter values that have been entered by the modeller using

PowerDEVS graphical user interface and the block’s

Parameters Dialogue. The function exit() is called

after the simulation is finished and thus, can be used for

example to free allocated memory.

The other methods represent the corresponding

functions of the DEVS formalism. In case of an internal

event they are executed in the following order:

1. call of lambda(t)

2. e = t - tl

3. call of dint(t)

4. tl = t

5. call of ta(t): tn = t + ta(t)

where tl denotes the time of the last event, and tn
the time of the next event in the corresponding DEVS.

In case of an external event they are executed in the

following order:

1. e = t - tl

2. call of dext(x, t)

3. tl = t

4. call of ta(t): tn = t + ta(t)

In coupled DEVS the so-called Select function, a kind

of priority ranking of the involved blocks, selects which

DEVS is allowed to execute its internal transition func-

tion first, when several of them are scheduled simul-

taneously. In PowerDEVS the Select function is im-

plemented as a list in which all blocks occurring in a

coupling are sorted descending according their prior-

ity in case of concurrent internal events. However, if

a block produces an output message, the external tran-

sition function at the receiving block is always executed

immediately, independent of its priority.

3 Problems with DEVS and
Solution Approaches

3.1 Problem identification

The definition of an atomic DEVS behaving exactly as

intended in every possible situation of concurrent in-

put messages at different input ports turns out to be

quite challenging. The Select function regulating the

resolution of such concurrencies is part of the coupling

but nevertheless influences the behaviour of an atomic

DEVS in such situations and therefore, it is hard to

consider when formulating the atomic DEVS. For ex-

ample, if an atomic DEVS with the current internal

state s receives the input messages x1 at its input port

one and x2 at its input port two at the same instant

of simulation time, it depends on the Select function

whether its new state calculates as δext(δext(s,x2),x1) or

as δext(δext(s,x1),x2). Even more, if the block is of type

Mealy, it may depend on the Select function if an output

message is produced in reaction to the input messages

or not.

Therefore, to define a DEVS in a rigorous way, it

is necessary to consider each possible set of concurrent

input messages and moreover, every possible treatment

order.
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Figure 3: Graphical illustration of an atomic DEV&DESS.

3.2 Parallel DEVS approach

The DEVS extension Parallel DEVS counters the prob-

lems mentioned in section 3.1 by collecting all input

messages in so called bags before treating them all at

once in one single call of δext . If at the same time also

an internal event is triggered, a so called confluent tran-
sition function δcon f : Q×X → S is applied instead of

δext .

The idea is to first calculate λ of each immanent

block, i.e. of each block experiencing an internal tran-

sition at the current simulation time, before calculating

δint or δcon f of any of them. However, due to blocks

of type Mealy and due to feedbacks in the coupling it

may be necessary to recalculate λ if the set of arrived

input messages of the corresponding block has changed

after its former calculation. Therefore, the determina-

tion of a stable set of input messages for each block is

an iterative process. It even is possible that finally the

stable set of input messages is empty although having

not been empty in former iteration which makes it nec-

essary to undo the state changes that may have been

accomplished by a call of δext .

If a coupled model contains an algebraic loop, it

may not be possible to determine a stable set of input

messages for each block in a finite number of iterations.

Such models are called illegitimate.

3.3 DEVS approach in PowerDEVS

As in Parallel DEVS the execution of λ is decoupled

from the succeeding execution of the δ function, P-

DEVS works with a simulation engine different to the

one used for DEVS. PowerDEVS does not support Par-

allel DEVS simulation. Nevertheless, it is possible to

implement P-DEVS functionality in PowerDEVS.

For this purpose, three mechanisms have to be in-

stalled. The first one addresses the gathering of concur-

rent input messages in a set x (bold letters denote sets).

In order to do that the internal state of the DEVS is ex-

tended by an input buffer representing x and the external

transition function only is allowed to change the input

buffer (by storing arriving messages with their arrival

time in it). The actual state change caused by the ex-

ternal event is shifted into the internal transition which

is executed every time the input buffer has been modi-

fied. Thus, it is made sure that all input messages com-

ing from blocks with higher priority are gathered in x
before they are treated. However, due to feedback cou-

plings it cannot be avoided that some input messages

origin from blocks with lower priority. This problem is

addressed by the second mechanism.

The second mechanism consists of a backing up

of the state s of the DEVS every time the first event

at the current simulation time is triggered. In Pow-

erDEVS this can be identified by tl<t. The δ func-

tions (δint , δext , δcon f ) are then using the backup sold
instead of s to calculate a new state. Therefore, if x is

changed after one of the δ functions has already been

evaluated it simply is re-evaluated: s = δ (sold ,x). As

every calculation of δ is preceded by a calculation of

λ though, it may occur that formerly output messages

have been produced at output ports where finally no

output messages are to be sent. However, these output

messages have already altered the set x of its receiving

blocks. These alterations have to be withdrawn some-

how. This is what the third mechanism is dedicated to.

Like x also the set of output messages y is iteratively

changing and hopefully finally stabilising. Thus, also

for the output messages an output buffer is installed as

part of the state of the DEVS. Each calculated output
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message is stored in it at the corresponding output port

with its time of last change and with an ’already sent -

flag’. So if λ is recalculated and there exists an entry in

the output buffer that has been already sent at the cur-

rent simulation time but is not marked to be resent (as

it is not included in the result of λ anymore) a retrieve
message is sent instead informing the receiving block to

ignore the formerly received message and to recalculate

its own λ and δ function.

4 Atomic PDEVS Block
The created Atomic PDEVS PowerDEVS library block

is intended to overcome the problems mentioned in sec-

tion 3.1 by implementing the three mechanisms dis-

cussed in section 3.3. In the following, its working

principle is expressed in form of a description of the

content of the C++ functions corresponding to δext , ta,

λ , and δint . Of course, a complete description of each

detail that need to be considered when programming the

Atomic DEVS block would go beyond the scope of this

article.

1. dext(x,t):

• If tl<t set sold = s, σn = σ − e,

σn,old = σn and flag=’n’ but if

additionally σn = 0 set flag=’i’.

• If x is a retrieve message, remove the

corresponding entry from x, set σ = 0

and if x = /0 set flag=’n’.

Else, if x differs from the last reception at

the same port in value or in arrival time,

modify x accordingly and set σ = 0 and

update flag: ’n’�→’e’, ’i’�→’c’.

2. ta(t):

Return σ .

3. lambda(t):

• If tl<t set sold = s and flag=’i’

• If there is no pending output message,

calculate y = λ (sold ,x), and add retrieve

messages to y.

• If there are pending output messages left in

y, output one of them.

4. dint(t):

If there are no pending output messages left and

no new inputs arrived during outputting y:

• if flag=’i’ calc. [s,σn] = δint(sold).

• if flag=’e’ calc. [s,σn] = δext(sold ,x).

• if flag=’c’ calc. [s,σn] = δcon f (sold ,x).
• if flag=’n’ set [s,σn] = [sold ,σn,old ].

• set σ = σn.

The variable flag is used to identify the type of event

and therefore, which particular δ function is to be used

for calculating the new state. The message retrieving

mechanism though, only works if all blocks involved in

a coupling implement it.

5 Atomic DEV&DESS Block
Based on the Atomic PDEVS block, an Atomic
DEV&DESS PowerDEVS library block is developed.

5.1 Structure

The structure of the DEV&DESS embedded in Pow-

erDEVS is depicted in Figure 4. The idea is to divide

a DEV&DESS into a continuous (DESS) part that can

be implemented graphically as block diagram and into a

discrete part that can be implemented as atomic PDEVS

block. For this purpose the function Cint is also divided

into two parts: one for detecting state events (Cse
int) and

one for scheduling time events (Cte
int). The first one is a

component of the continuous part and the second one is

included in the atomic PDEVS definition.

The continuous part consists of λ cont , f , an integra-

tor
∫

, and of Cint . The discrete part, responsible for the

implementation of δext , δint , λ discr, and Cte
int is realized

as one single DEVS referred to as main block. The pri-

ority list of the coupling in Figure 4 is as follows: f ,
∫

,

Cse
int , main block, λ cont .

5.2 QSS signals

All continuous signals in DEV&DESS are described as

QSS signals in PowerDEVS. That is, they are described

as piecewise polynomial functions with jump disconti-

nuities at the merging points of two polynomials which

are smaller than a requested constant called quantum
q. The polynomials represent the Taylor polynomials

of the continuous signal with the expansion point at the

discontinuities. Every time the difference between the

current Taylor polynomial and the continuous signal or

between Taylor polynomial and a Taylor approximation

of higher order becomes equal to q, the expansion point

is advanced in time and the coefficients of the new poly-

nomial are sent as DEVS message. In this way, a con-

tinuous signal can be described in a discrete event man-
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f(sc, sd, e, xc)

Cse
int(s

c, sd, e, xc)

�

�

�

∫

r

sc

scold

sdold

sd

λcont

xc

xd

xse

sc

yd

yxc

sd

ysc

yr

DEVS: main block

DESS

� �

�

Figure 4: Graphical illustration of the construction of a DEV&DESS in PowerDEVS.

ner. As in DESS piecewise continuous signals are al-

lowed, jump discontinuities bigger than q may appear

as well. Anyway, they are not caused by the signal dis-

cretisation but have already existed before.

5.3 State Events

Using QSS, state events, triggered by the continuous

state reaching a specific value, simply can be calculated

as the points in time when the current polynomial signal

representation reaches the specified value. Thus, state

events are transformed into time events.

All the signal lines in Figure 4 may transmit vecto-

rial signals. However, in PowerDEVS vectorial signals

are not sent at once but index by index resulting in tem-

porally non-valid signals during the time after the first

changed index is sent and before the last changed index

is sent. This in turn may lead to state events wrongly

indicated by Cse
int .

Further there is the case in which a state transition in

the main block leads to a state that immediately triggers

a state event. This case is declared to be prohibited.

That is, the DEV&DESS is not allowed to define state

transitions leading immediately to a state event.

5.4 Main Block

As the main block calculates δext and δint it has to ad-

minister the entire state of the system consisting of a

discrete part sd and of a continuous part sc. However, in

between two state transitions in the main block sc may

change due to Taylor polynomial expansion point ad-

vancement triggered by the integrator. Therefore, the

third input port of the main block is coupled to the inte-

grator’s output port. The input buffer of that port is si-

multaneously used as storage for the continuous state sc

itself. The same holds for sd and the output buffer of the

second output port. The fourth input port of the main

block receives the result of the calculation of Cse
int and

thus, input messages at this port trigger internal transi-

tions.

f , Cse
int , and λ cont depend on the continuous input

signal xc. However, they are not coupled directly to it

but indirectly through the main block. This is to not

forward each single, maybe even only temporary in-

dex change in xc immediately to the continuous part.

Instead the whole new xc is forwarded just before the

main block calculates one of the δ functions as it has to

evaluate Cse
int before to being able to decide which one.
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In the following, the working principle of the main

block is expressed in form of a description of the con-

tent of the C++ functions corresponding to δext , ta, λ ,

and δint .

1. dext(x,t):
If tl<t set sold = s, σn = σ − e, σn,old = σn,

phase=’g’ and flag=’n’,

if additionally σn = 0 set flag=’i’.

If input at port:

• xd : add/remove x to/from xd.

update flag:

if x = /0 ’e’�→’n’, ’c’�→’i’
otherwise, ’n’�→’e’, ’i’�→’c’

• xc: add/remove x to/from xc.

• sc: add change in sc to ysc.

if phase=’g’, apply change in sc to sc
old

• xse: add x to xse

If any input buffer changed, set σ = 0.

2. ta(t):

Return σ .

3. lambda(t):

If tl<t set sold = s, σn = σ − e, σn,old = σn,

phase=’l’ and flag=’i’
if phase=

’g’ Set phase=’c’.

’c’ If xc changed, or s �= sold , forward xc to

yxc, set sd = sd
old and yr = sc

old .

Further set phase=’r’.

Else set phase=’C’.

’r’ If there is a pending output left in y,

set xse = /0 and output next message.

Else, set phase=’C’.

’C’ If xse �= /0, update flag: ’n’�→’I’,

’e’ �→’C’
phase=’l’

’l’ if flag=’i’|’I’:

calc. [sd ,sc,σn] = δint(sd
old ,s

c
old ,x

c),
and yd = λ discr(sd

old ,s
c
old ,e,x

c).
if flag=’e’:

calc. [sd ,sc,σn] = δext(sd
old ,s

c
old ,e,x

c,xd),
and yd = λ discr(sd

old ,s
c
old ,e,x

c).
if flag=’c’|’C’:

calc. [sd ,sc,σn] = δcon f (sd
old ,s

c
old ,e,x

c,xd),
and yd = λ discr(sd

old ,s
c
old ,e,x

c).
Add retrieve messages to yd.

Add each change in sc to yr.

Set phase=’o’.

’o’ if unsent element of yr left, send it.

Else, if sc changed, update ysc.

Else, if unsent element of yd left, send it.

Else, if unsent change of sd left, send it.

Else, if unsent element of ysc left, send it.

4. dint(t):

If now pending output is left and there are no

new input messages at input ports xd and xc,

set σ = σn.

As the new state is part of the output of the main block

the order in which λ and δ are calculated is reversed

here. This is why δ is now calculated in the C++ func-

tion lambda instead of in dint.

Since each time before δ and λ are calculated, Cse
int

has to be evaluated, there are several different phases in

lambda to be distinguished. This is what the variable

phase is for.

Although the description above is quite elaborate, it

still does not cover every detail of the complete source

code of the Atomic DEV&DESS block. However, the

basic principles are included.

6 Conclusion

With the ever growing computational power of modern

computers also the possibilities to simulate more and

more extensive and complex models increase. How-

ever, when including more and more details into a

model, very soon a point is reached where pure dis-

crete or pure continuous models do not suffice anymore.

Production process models which include energy con-

sumption behaviour provide an example for this trend.

As a consequence the formulation and simulation of

hybrid models is demanded. Concerning the formula-

tion, DEV&DESS seems to be quite powerful. So far

though, it lacks a simulator able to rigorously imple-

ment and simulate a DEV&DESS. An approach to im-

plement DEV&DESS in PowerDEVS has been demon-

strated in this paper. As the correct definition of coupled

DEVS models is quite challenging, additionally a way

of how to implement models in PowerDEVS similar

to Parallel DEVS has been introduced. However, pro-

found theoretical investigations and a formal proof of

the correctness of the presented approaches are works

that still need to be done.
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Abstract.  Developing a model for simulation is a difficult 
task, in which simulation experiments play a critical role.  In 
modeling and simulation, domain specific languages are 
widely used for model description. More and more efforts 
have been put in facilitating simulation reproducibility in 
recent years. This motivates the use of domain specific 
languages as the means to express experiment specifica-
tions.  
Domain specific languages can be used to specify different 
tasks of simulation experiments, such as experiment configu-
ration, observation, analysis, and evaluation of experimental 
results. More importantly, they can serve to specify crucial 
observations from experiments regarding model behavior. 
Therefore, with a formal description of model behavior, an 
evaluation based on model checking techniques can also 
benefit from domain specific languages.  
In this paper, we will first discuss how domain specific 
languages can be used to specify simulation experiments 
and illustrate it by using the domain specific language 
SESSL. We aim at dealing with stochastic models. Several 
problems arise in specifying simulation experiments with 
stochastic models, such as probability estimation, tolerating 
stochastic noises, and robustness measurement. Domain 
specific languages can help handling those problems.  

Introduction
Building simulation models is a complex process, which 
is both an art and a science. To ensure that models are 
created at the appropriate level of abstraction and are 
valid regarding certain questions of interest, the design 
and execution of simulation experiments is essential. On 
the one hand, the reproducibility of simulation experi-
ment results is or should be a basic requirement for 
model publication. 

On the other hand, in the model development pro-
cess, the model may be revised iteratively. After the 
model revision, it may be necessary to repeat the simu-
lation experiments conducted with previous versions of 
model. Besides, when new models are built based on 
this model, those simulation experiments can provide 
useful information to assist experimentation with the 
new models as well [1]. 

Therefore, it is of significance to describe simulation 
experiments so that they can be easily reproduced. To 
enable this, an unambiguous, explicit experiment de-
scription is important. All the aspects that define the 
simulation experiment should be recorded completely 
and accurately, including the conditions and the results 
generated from the experiments. 

The advantages of domain specific languages for 
model design are well-known. They enable domain 
experts to build models using the vocabulary of the 
domain, while hiding implementation details. For ex-
ample, languages for cell biological models such as 
ML-Rules [2] adopt a rule-based modeling style that 
resembles biochemical reaction equations, whereas the 
object-oriented style of Modelica [3] can easily be 
mapped to components of technical systems.  

However, domain specific languages can not only be 
used to create models, but also to support flexibly ex-
perimentation with models. In modeling and simulation, 
there is a trend that treats the experimentation process as 
a first class object, e.g., in [4] and [5], where several 
individual tasks can be distinguished in this process, 
such as configuration, data collection, analysis, and 
evaluation.  

In this paper, we will first present the domain specif-
ic language SESSL (Simulation Experiment Specifica-
tion via a Scala Layer) [6]. As our focus so far has been 
on experiments with stochastic models, we will discuss 
the problems and challenges in dealing with stochastici-
ty and how they can be handled by extensions of SESSL.   
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1 Domain Specific Languages in 

Experiment Specification 

1.1 Domain Specific Languages 
A domain-specific language (DSL) is a programming 
language that is targeted specifically at an application 
domain, in contrast to a general purpose language. It 
contains syntax and semantics that represent the concept 
at the same level of abstraction that the application 
domain offers [7]. According to [8], a DSL is small and 
declarative, and offers expressive power focused on and 
usually restricted to a particular problem domain 
through appropriate notations and abstractions.  

Typically, two types of domain specific languages 
are distinguished: internal (or embedded) DSL and 
external DSL. An embedded DSL is implemented based 
on a general-purpose programming language, i.e., the 
host language, as an embedding. It inherits the con-
structs of its host language and adds domain-specific 
primitives to provide the user a suitable modeling ab-
straction. However, its use requires typically some 
knowledge of the host language. The advantage of in-
ternal domain specific languages is that less implemen-
tation effort is required for designing. More importantly, 
they can easily be extended. 

An external domain specific language, in contrast to 
internal domain specific languages, is developed as an 
independent language, which requires separate interpre-
tation or compilation. They are designed ground-up; 
therefore their development has more freedom without 
constraints from the host language. In modeling and 
simulation, both types of domain specific languages are 
used [9]. 

1.2 Specifying simulation experiments 
One goal of specifying simulation experiments is to 
allow reproducibility of the experiment and their ex-
change among different scientific groups. For that, one 
has to identify what kind of information is required to 
reproduce experiment results.  

Several work exists on identifying requirements in 
describing simulation experiments, such as Minimum 
Information About a Simulation Experiment (MIASE) 
[10] and Minimum Simulation Reporting Requirements 
(MSRR) [11]. More detailed information can be found 
in [12].  

These standards define guidelines in providing an 
accurate and complete description of simulation exper-
iments. As identified by MIASE, to make the descrip-
tion of simulation experiments available to third parties, 
it must contain: the models to be simulated and their 
configuration parameters, the simulation configuration 
such as simulator to be used, the post-processing on the 
raw numerical results and the description of the final 
output results [10]. Simulation experiments can be in-
terpreted as a process that comprises different tasks. In 
[5], six tasks are identified in a simulation experiment: 
specification, configuration, simulation, data collection, 
analysis and evaluation. 

By combining the two perspectives above, we argue 
that domain specific languages, as being able to allow 
the reproducibility of simulation experiments, can be 
employed to support simulation experimentation on 
models from different aspects: model configuration, 
simulation configuration, experiment execution, obser-
vation, analysis, and evaluation of results. We will illus-
trate this with the domain specific language SESSL. 

2 SESSL 
SESSL is an embedded domain-specific language for 
simulation experiments [6]. It exploits the feature of its 
host language Scala [13], such as meta-programming, to 
allow flexible experiment set-ups. A SESSL specifica-
tion can incorporate simulation algorithm, model pa-
rameters, simulation run time, parallel execution, stop-
ping conditions, replication numbers, observation, result 
analysis a.s.o., as needed; however only the specifica-
tion of the model file is mandatory while a default op-
tion is provided for the rest. The actual experiment is 
then performed with arbitrary simulation software that 
is controlled by SESSL based on a specific binding. 
Currently, a number of bindings to different simulation 
systems exist, such as the binding to the modeling and 
simulation framework JAMES II [14]; additional bind-
ings can be added straightforwardly.  

We illustrate the features of SESSL with an experi-
ment specification as shown in Listing 1. In this exam-
ple, a simulation experiment is specified based on 
JAMES II (line 2). This specification contains configu-
ration of the model (line 4-6), configuration of the exe-
cution machinery (line 7-10), observation (line 11-12), 
evaluation of results (line 13-18) and execution (line 20). 
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As SESSL can easily support experiment set-up and 
execution, other analysis such as optimization is provid-
ed as well and examples on this can be found in [6]. We 
moved our focus to the analysis of results. Model check-
ing is a well-established verification technique to auto-
matically analyze the dynamic behavior of models, 
based on formalizing model behavior with temporal 
logics, such as Linear Temporal Logic (LTL) [15]. To 
support this, we extended SESSL with an additional 
trait ‘Hypothesis’ in [1], which allows to specify behav-
ior properties with LTL. Another language was pro-
posed to describe the properties of trajectories in [16], 
and integrated into SESSL. As shown in Listing 1, a 
property is specified (line 13-18), which states that the 
model variable ‘x’ observed from experiments reaches a 
peak between time 2 and time 4, followed by a decrease 
which ends at time 10. This example shows how domain 
specific languages, like SESSL, are capable to support 
different tasks of simulation experiments.  Meanwhile, 
with the explicit, declarative SESSL experiment specifi-
cation, simulation experiments can be also reproduced. 

3 Experimentation on 
Stochastic Models 

In many areas such as systems biology, stochasticity 
plays an important role. Stochastic models, e.g., Contin-
uous-Time Markov Chains (CTMC), provide a powerful 
means to model and to analyze the dynamics of the sys-

tem of interest. When conducting experimentation with 
stochastic models, certain problems need to be considered.  

3.1 Probability estimation 
Simulation experiments with a stochastic model require 
multiple replications to gain the confidence on experi-
ment results. To analyze and evaluate the experiment 
results, a typical question arises: what is the probability 
that the model shows a certain behavior? Statistical 
model checking [17], which is a simulation-based veri-
fication technique, has been widely used to provide 
answers to this question. Several statistical model check-
ing approaches exist, such as the Bayesian approach [18] 
and the Sequential Probability Ratio Test [19]. 

To support statistical model checking, we extended 
SESSL to allow the definition of probabilistic state-
ments based on Continuous Stochastic Logic and hy-
pothesis testing [1]. The property of model behavior can 
be specified in either LTL or the trajectory language 
proposed in [16]. Listing 2 specifies that with a proba-
bility of at least 0.8, the variable ‘x’ shall peak between 
time 2 and time 4 and afterwards decrease until time 10. 
Using hypothesis testing, the number of required simu-
lation replications can be determined. A corresponding 
number of simulation trajectories are generated, against 
each of which the property specification is checked. 
Thus, it is possible to determine whether the model 
satisfies the specification with a probability greater than 
a given threshold. 

1 import sessl._ // SESSL core 
2   import sessl.james._ // JAMES II binding 
3 val exp = new Experiment with Observation with ParallelExecution with Hypothesis { 
4   model = "file-mlrj:/./SimpleModel.mlrj" 
5         scan("a" <~ range(100, 50, 200), "b" <~ range(1, 4, 10), "c" <~ range(0.01, 0.2, 1)) 
6         set("d" <~ 10.0) 
7   simulator = MLRulesTauLeaping() 
8   stopCondition = AfterWallClockTime(seconds = 10) or AfterSimTime(1) 
9   replications = 100 
10  parallelThreads = -2 
11      observe("x") 
12    observeAt(range(0.0, 0.1, 10.0)) 
13      assume{ 
14         P(Peak("x", "peakHeight"), time >= 2 and time <= 4, "peakTime"), 
15         E(Decrease("x", "decreaseAfterPeak"), end = 10, "afterPeak"), 
16         Id("peakTime") STARTS Id("afterPeak"), 
17         Id("peakHeight") >= Id("decreaseAfterPeak") 
18    } 
19       } 
20       execute(exp) 

Listing 1:  SESSL specification of a simulation experiment based on a binding to JAMES II. 
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3.2 Tolerating stochastic noise 
Besides the uncertainty of results among different simu-
lation replications, stochasticity exists within one repli-
cation as well. In each trajectory produced in the simu-
lation experiment, there may be some stochastic noises. 

As shown in Figure 1, the observed model variable 
‘x’ shows an oscillation property but with stochastic 
noises. In LTL, typically an oscillation behavior can be 
specified based on derivations, i.e.,  

. 
However, with the existence of noises, the calculation of 
first order derivation is not applicable any longer. Alter-
natively, it can be expressed in LTL as 

, 

which is complex and error prone. However, it can be 
described with a domain specific language in a much 
more succinct manner by simply defining a predicate 
named ‘Oscillation’. What’s more, several parameters 
can be added to allow specifying constraints on the 
oscillation amplitude and period.  

 
Figure 1: An example of simulation trajectory generated 

from experiments with a stochastic model, where 
the variable ‘x’ oscillates along the time with noises. 

 
Figure 2: An example of simulation trajectory generated 

from experiments with a stochastic model, where 
the trend of x is increasing however shows some 
noises. 

Domain specific languages can be used as an interface 
with easy-to-use predicates defined for the user, while 
those predicates can be transformed into the correspond-
ing specification in temporal logics (depending on their 
semantics). In this way, the existing checking algorithm 
developed for temporal logics, such as [20], can be 
employed. 

Let us look at another example. As shown in Fig-
ure 2, in this simulation trajectory generated from ex-
periments on stochastic model, the variable ‘x’ evolves 
over time, exhibiting a trend of increase. However, 
because of the stochastic noises, it is not strictly increas-
ing all the time, i.e., the first order derivation of ‘x’ is 
not always larger than zero. In this case, it is difficult to 
specify the increase behavior using temporal logics with 
noises taken into account.  

On the other hand, there are different ways to toler-
ate the noise. In this trajectory, one can say that variable 
‘x’ increases from time 0 to 200, or from time 0 to time 
600, depending on how the noises are tolerated and how 
the increase is defined and interpreted. 

1  assume(Probability >= 0.8){ 
2         P(Peak("x", "peakHeight"), time >= 2 and time <= 4, "peakTime"), 
3         E(Decrease("x", "decreaseAfterPeak"), end = 10, "afterPeak"), 
4         Id("peakTime") STARTS Id("afterPeak"), 
5         Id("peakHeight") >= Id("decreaseAfterPeak") 
6    } 

Listing 2: A probability property specification in SESSL experiment: with a probability of at least 0.8, the number variable ‘x’ shall 
peak between time 2 and time 4 and afterwards decrease until time 10. 
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Domain specific languages, which “speak” the lan-

guage of the domain, provide the possibility to flexibly 
define specifications. Users can define the behavior 
property in different manners, which may not be ex-
pressible formally. In the trajectory language proposed 
in [16], as shown in Listing 1, several predicates are 
defined to describe properties, e.g., peaking, increase, 
decrease and reaching a steady state. Users can provide 
algorithms to check those predicates to tolerate the 
stochastic noises based on different requirements. 

 Taking the simulation trajectory shown in Figure 2 
as example, a predicate can be that variable ‘x’ increas-
es from time 0 to time 600.  

Users can either define the semantics of increase as a 
simple comparison between the starting point and the 
ending point, where the predicate would hold. Or a 
more complex algorithm can be defined which checks 
whether the derivation of ‘x’ is within a certain a 
threshold, in which case the predicate may not hold 
because there is a relatively obvious decrease from time 
200 to time 300 and the deviation could be out of the 
given threshold.  

3.3 Robustness measurement 
Besides probability estimation, robustness measurement 
is of interest in analysing stochastic systems. A general 
definition is that ‘robustness is a property that allows a 
system to maintain its functions against internal and 
external perturbations’ [21]. To formally analyze ro-
bustness, a precise definition is required and this can be 
performed from different perspectives. 

While checking whether a behavior property holds 
or not provides the yes/no answer, i.e., the satisfiability, 
it may also be interesting and important to check to 
which extent the property holds, or how far it is from 
the property holding. Thus, the robustness degree re-
garding property satisfactory can be defined. There is 
plenty of work on this type of robustness analysis, e.g., 
[22], [23] and [24]. The behavior properties are first 
specified with temporal logics, such as LTL, Metric 
Temporal Logic (MTL) [25], or Signal Temporal Logic 
(STL) [26]. The robustness degree is measured based on 
definitions of distance between a simulation trajectory 
and the formalized properties, either in space or in time. 
Furthermore, for stochastic models, similar definition of 
robustness has been proposed in [27], where a robust 
satisfiability distribution for the formalized property can 
be estimated from that of multiple replications.  

So far, this type of robustness measurement is not 

supported in SESSL. However, as an internal domain 
specific language, it is easy to extend it. Based on exist-
ing work, a specification of robustness can be added into 
current SESSL by defining functions and integrating 
corresponding robustness measurement implementations. 

Additionally, another common definition of robust-
ness is to measure the capacity of the model maintaining 
the given behavior with respect to changes in model 
parameters [28]. SESSL, as shown in Listing 1, allows 
specifying model parameters in a range in addition to 
single values (line 5-6). This provides the possibility to 
define robustness regarding model parameters. 

4 Conclusion 
In comparison to deterministic models, experiments 
with stochastic models require to take stochasticity into 
account. This may include stochastic deviations be-
tween simulation runs as well as stochastic noises dur-
ing one run. Domain-specific languages for the specifi-
cation of simulation experiments such as SESSL allow 
handling these problems. In particular, they can employ 
existing powerful analysis and evaluation tools without 
much effort, as well as integrating new ones. As do-
main-specific languages provide a natural, domain-
friendly way to document simulation experiments, their 
adoption is an important step towards the reproducibil-
ity of experiments and their results. 
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function and email, to be published regularly in SNE issues. 

SNE Reports Editorial Board 
EUROSIM Esko Juuso, esko.juuso@oulu.fi  
                Borut Zupan i , borut.zupancic@fe.uni-lj.si 
                Felix Breitenecker, Felix.Breitenecker@tuwien.ac.at 
ASIM Thorsten Pawletta, pawel@mb.hs-wismar.de 
CAE-SMSG  Emilio Jiminez, emilio.jiminez@unirioja.es 
CROSSIM Vesna Dušak, vdusak@foi.hr 
CSSS  Mikuláš Alexík, alexik@frtk.utc.sk 
DBSS A. Heemink, a.w.heemink@its.tudelft.nl 
FRANCOSIM   Karim Djouani, djouani@u-pec.fr  
HSS  András Jávor, javor@eik.bme.hu 
ISCS  M. Savastano, mario.savastano@unina.it 
LIOPHANT  F. Longo, f.longo@unical.it 
LSS  Yuri Merkuryev, merkur@itl.rtu.lv 
PSCS  Zenon Sosnowski, zenon@ii.pb.bialystok.pl 
SIMS  Esko Juuso, esko.juuso@oulu.fi 
SLOSIM  Rihard Karba, rihard.karba@fe.uni-lj.si 
UKSIM  Richard Zobel, r.zobel@ntlworld.com 
KA-SIM  Edmnd Hajrizi, info@ka-sim.com 
ROMSIM  Florin Stanciulescu, sflorin@ici.ro 
RNSS  Y. Senichenkov, sneyb@dcn.infos.ru 

SNE Editorial Office /ARGESIM     
 www.sne-journal.org, www.eurosim.info 
 office@sne-journal.org (info, news) 
  eic@sne-journal.orgt Felix Breitenecker   (publications) 

If you have any information, announcement, etc. you want to 
see published, please contact a member of the editorial board 
in your country or the editorial office. For scientific publica-
tions, please contact the EiC. 

   

 

 

 

 

EUROSIM 2016 
9th EUROSIM Congress on Modelling and Simulation

City of Oulu, Finland, September 16-20, 2016
www.eurosim.info
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EUROSIM 
Federation of European 
Simulation Societies 

General Information.   EUROSIM, the Federation of 
European Simulation Societies, was set up in 1989. The 
purpose of EUROSIM is to provide a European forum for 
simulation societies and groups to promote advance-
ment of modelling and simulation in industry, research, 
and development.  www.eurosim.info 

Member Societies.   EUROSIM members may be na-
tional simulation societies and regional or international 
societies and groups dealing with modelling and simula-
tion. At present EUROSIM has fourteen Full Members 
and three Observer Members: 

 

ASIM Arbeitsgemeinschaft Simulation 
Austria, Germany, Switzerland 

CEA-SMSG Spanish Modelling and Simulation Group 
Spain 

CROSSIM Croatian Society for Simulation Modeling 
Croatia 

CSSS Czech and Slovak Simulation Society 
Czech Republic, Slovak Republic 

DBSS Dutch Benelux Simulation Society 
Belgium, Netherlands 

FRANCOSIM Société Francophone de Simulation 
Belgium, France 

HSS Hungarian Simulation Society 
Hungary 

ISCS Italian Society for Computer Simulation 
Italy 

LIOPHANT LIOPHANT Simulation Club 
Italy & International,  Observer Member 

LSS Latvian Simulation Society 
Latvia 

PSCS Polish Society for Computer Simulation 
Poland 

SIMS Simulation Society of Scandinavia 
Denmark, Finland, Norway, Sweden 

SLOSIM Slovenian Simulation Society 
Slovenia 

UKSIM United Kingdom Simulation Society 
UK, Ireland 

KA-SIM Romanian Society for Modelling and Sim-
ulation, Romania, Observer Member 

ROMSIM Romanian Society for Modelling and Sim-
ulation, Romania, Observer Member 

RNSS Russian National Simulation Society 
Russian Federation, Observer Member 

EUROSIM Board / Officers.   EUROSIM is governed by a 
board consisting of one representative of each member 
society, president and past president, and representatives 
for SNE Simulation notes Europe. The President is 
nominated by the society organising the next EUROSIM 
Congress. Secretary and Treasurer are elected out of 
members of the Board. 

President Esko Juuso (SIMS) 
esko.juuso@oulu.fi 

Past President Khalid Al.Begain (UKSIM) 
kbegain@glam.ac.uk 

Secretary Borut Zupan i  (SLOSIM) 
borut.zupancic@fe.uni-lj.si 

Treasurer Felix Breitenecker (ASIM) 
felix.breitenecker@tuwien.ac.at 

SNE Repres. Felix Breitenecker 
felix.breitenecker@tuwien.ac.at 

 
SNE – Simulation Notes Europe.   SNE is a scientific 
journal with reviewed contributions as well as a mem-
bership newsletter for EUROSIM with information from 
the societies in the News Section. EUROSIM societies 
are offered to distribute to their members the journal 
SNE as official membership journal. SNE Publishers are 
EUROSIM, ARGESIM and ASIM. 

 

Editor-in-chief Felix Breitenecker 
felix.breitenecker@tuwien.ac.at 

 

 www.sne-journal.org, 
 office@sne-journal.org 

EUROSIM Congress.   EUROSIM is running the triennial 
conference series EUROSIM Congress. The congress is 
organised by one of the EUROSIM societies.  

EUROSIM 2016 will be organised by SIMS in Oulu, Fin-
land, September 16-20, 2016.  

Chairs / Team EUROSIM 2016 

Esko Juuso EUROSIM President, esko.juuso@oulu.fi 
Erik Dahlquist SIMS President, erik.dahlquist@mdh.se 
Kauko Leiviskä EUROSIM 2016 Chair,  
                          kauko.leiviska@oulu.fi 

 

 www.eurosim.info 
 office@automaatioseura.fi 
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EUROSIM Member Societies 
ASIM 
German Simulation Society 
Arbeitsgemeinschaft Simulation 

ASIM (Arbeitsgemeinschaft Simulation) is the associa-
tion for simulation in the German speaking area, servic-
ing mainly Germany, Switzerland and Austria. ASIM 
was founded in 1981 and has now about 700 individual 
members, and 30 institutional or industrial members.  

 www.asim-gi.org with members’ area 
 info@asim-gi.org, admin@asim-gi.org  
 ASIM – Inst. f. Analysis and Scientific Computing 
Vienna University of Technology 
Wiedner Hauptstraße 8-10, 1040 Vienna, Austria 

 

ASIM  Officers  

President Felix Breitenecker 
felix.breitenecker@tuwien.ac.at 

Vice presidents Sigrid Wenzel, s.wenzel@uni-kassel.de 
T. Pawletta, pawel@mb.hs-wismar.de 

Secretary Ch. Deatcu, christina.deatcu@hs-wismar.de 
Treasurer Anna Mathe, anna.mathe@tuwien.ac.at 
Membership 
Affairs 

S. Wenzel, s.wenzel@uni-kassel.de 
W. Maurer, werner.maurer@zhwin.ch 
Ch. Deatcu, christina.deatcu@hs-wismar.de 
F. Breitenecker, felix.breitenecker@tuwien.ac.at 

Universities / 
Research Inst. 

S. Wenzel, s.wenzel@uni-kassel.de 
W. Wiechert, W.Wiechert@fz-juelich.de 
J. Haase, Joachim.Haase@eas.iis.fraunhofer.de 
Katharina Nöh, k.noeh@fz-juelich.de 

Industry S. Wenzel, s.wenzel@uni-kassel.de 
K. Panreck, Klaus.Panreck@hella.com 

Conferences Klaus Panreck Klaus.Panreck@hella.com 
 J. Wittmann, wittmann@htw-berlin.de 
Publications Th. Pawletta, pawel@mb.hs-wismar.de 

Christina Deatcu, christina.deatcu@hs-wismar.de 
F. Breitenecker, felix.breitenecker@tuwien.ac.at 

Repr. EUROSIM F. Breitenecker, felix.breitenecker@tuwien.ac.at 
N. Popper, niki.popper@drahtwarenhandlung.at 

Education / 
Teaching 

A. Körner, andreas.koerner@tuwien.ac.at 
N. Popper, niki.popper@drahtwarenhandlung.at 
Katharina Nöh, k.noeh@fz-juelich.de 

International  
Affairs 

A. Körner, andreas.koerner@tuwien.ac.at 
O. Rose, Oliver.Rose@tu-dresden.de 

Editorial Board 
SNE 

T. Pawletta, pawel@mb.hs-wismar.de 
Ch. Deatcu, christina.deatcu@hs-wismar.de 

Web EUROSIM Anna Mathe, anna.mathe@tuwien.ac.at 
 Last data update December 2013

 
 
ASIM Working Committee.    ASIM, part of GI - Gesell-
schaft für Informatik, is organised in Working Commit-
tees, dealing with applications and comprehensive sub-
jects in modelling and simulation: 
 

ASIM Working Committee 

GMMS Methods in Modelling and Simulation 
Th. Pawletta, pawel@mb.hs-wismar.de 

SUG Simulation in Environmental Systems 
Wittmann, wittmann@informatik.uni-hamburg.de 

STS Simulation of Technical Systems 
H.T.Mammen, Heinz-Theo.Mammen@hella.com 

SPL Simulation in Production and Logistics 
Sigrid Wenzel, s.wenzel@uni-kassel.de 

EDU 
Simulation in Education/Education in Simulation 
N. Popper, niki.popper@dwh.at 
A. Körner, andreas.koerner@tuwien.ac.at 

 
Working Groups for Simulation in Business Admin-
istration, in Traffic Systems, for Standardisation, for 
Validation, etc. 

 

 

CEA-SMSG – Spanish Modelling and 
Simulation Group 
CEA is the Spanish Society on Automation and Control 
In order to improve the efficiency and to deep into the 
different fields of automation, the association is divided 
into thematic groups, one of them is named ‘Modelling 
and Simulation’, constituting the group. 

 www.cea-ifac.es/wwwgrupos/simulacion 
 simulacion@cea-ifac.es 
 CEA-SMSG / María Jesús de la Fuente, 
System Engineering and AutomaticControl department, 
University of Valladolid, 
Real de Burgos s/n., 47011 Valladolid, SPAIN 

CAE - SMSG Officers 
President M. À. Piera Eroles, MiquelAngel.Piera@uab.es

Vice president Emilio Jiminez, emilio.jiminez@unirioja.es 
Repr. EUROSIM Emilio Jiminez, emilio.jiminez@unirioja.es 
Edit. Board SNE Emilio Jiminez, emilio.jiminez@unirioja.es 
Web EUROSIM Mercedes Peres, mercedes.perez@unirioja.es

Last data update December2013
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CROSSIM  – Croatian Society for 
Simulation Modelling 
CROSSIM-Croatian Society for Simulation Modelling 
was founded in 1992 as a non-profit society with the 
goal to promote knowledge and use of simulation me-
thods and techniques and development of education. 
CROSSIM is a full member of EUROSIM since 1997. 

 www.eurosim.info 
 vdusak@foi.hr 
 CROSSIM / Vesna Dušak 

Faculty of Organization and   
Informatics Varaždin, University of Zagreb 
Pavlinska 2, HR-42000 Varaždin, Croatia 

CROSSIM  Officers 
President Vesna Dušak, vdusak@foi.hr  
Vice president Jadranka Božikov, jbozikov@snz.hr 
Secretary Vesna Bosilj-Vukši , vbosilj@efzg.hr 
Executive board 
members 

Vlatko eri , vceric@efzg.hr 
Tarzan Legovi , legovic@irb.hr 

Repr. EUROSIM Jadranka Božikov, jbozikov@snz.hr 
Edit. Board SNE Vesna Dušak, vdusak@foi.hr 
Web EUROSIM Jadranka Bozikov, jbozikov@snz.hr 

 Last data update December2012

 

 

 

 

CSSS – Czech and Slovak 
Simulation Society 

CSSS -The Czech and Slovak Simulation Society has 
about 150 members working in Czech and Slovak nation-
al scientific and technical societies (Czech Society for 
Applied Cybernetics and Informatics, Slovak Society for 
Applied Cybernetics and Informatics). The main objec-
tives of the society are: development of education and 
training in the field of modelling and simulation, organis-
ing professional workshops and conferences, disseminat-
ing information about modelling and simulation activities 
in Europe. Since 1992, CSSS is full member of EU-
ROSIM. 

 www.fit.vutbr.cz/CSSS 
 snorek@fel.cvut.cz 

 CSSS / Miroslav Šnorek, CTU Prague 
FEE, Dept. Computer Science and Engineering, 
Karlovo nam. 13, 121 35 Praha 2, Czech Republic 

CSSS  Officers 
President Miroslav Šnorek, snorek@fel.cvut.cz 
Vice president Mikuláš Alexík, alexik@frtk.fri.utc.sk 
Treasurer Evžen Kindler, ekindler@centrum.cz 
Scientific Secr. A. Kavi ka, Antonin.Kavicka@upce.cz 
Repr. EUROSIM Miroslav Šnorek, snorek@fel.cvut.cz 
Deputy Mikuláš Alexík, alexik@frtk.fri.utc.sk 
Edit. Board SNE Mikuláš Alexík, alexik@frtk.fri.utc.sk 
Web EUROSIM Petr Peringer, peringer@fit.vutbr.cz 

Last data update December2012

DBSS – Dutch Benelux Simulation Society 
The Dutch Benelux Simulation Society (DBSS) was 
founded in July 1986 in order to create an organisation 
of simulation professionals within the Dutch language 
area. DBSS has actively promoted creation of similar 
organisations in other language areas. DBSS is a mem-
ber of EUROSIM and works in close cooperation with its 
members and with affiliated societies.  

 www.eurosim.info 
 a.w.heemink@its.tudelft.nl 
 DBSS / A. W. Heemink 
Delft University of Technology, ITS - twi, 
Mekelweg 4, 2628 CD Delft, The Netherlands 

DBSS Officers 
President A. Heemink, a.w.heemink@its.tudelft.nl 
Vice president W. Smit, smitnet@wxs.nl 
Treasurer W. Smit, smitnet@wxs.nl 
Secretary W. Smit, smitnet@wxs.nl 
Repr. EUROSIM A. Heemink, a.w.heemink@its.tudelft.nl 
Deputy W. Smit, smitnet@wxs.nl 
Edit. Board SNE A. Heemink, a.w.heemink@its.tudelft.nl 

Last data update April 2006

FRANCOSIM – Société Francophone de 
Simulation 
FRANCOSIM was founded in 1991 and aims to the pro-
motion of simulation and research, in industry and aca-
demic fields. Francosim operates two poles. 

• Pole Modelling and simulation of discrete event 
systems. Pole Contact: Henri Pierreval, pierre-
va@imfa.fr 

• Pole Modelling and simulation of continuous sys-
tems. Pole Contact: Yskandar Hamam, 
y.hamam@esiee.fr 
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 www.eurosim.info 
 y.hamam@esiee.fr 
 FRANCOSIM / Yskandar Hamam 
Groupe ESIEE, Cité Descartes, 
BP 99, 2 Bd. Blaise Pascal, 
93162 Noisy le Grand CEDEX, France 

FRANCOSIM Officers 
President Karim Djouani, djouani@u-pec.fr 
Treasurer François Rocaries, f.rocaries@esiee.fr 
Repr. EUROSIM Karim Djouani, djouani@u-pec.fr 
Edit. Board SNE Karim Djouani, djouani@u-pec.fr 

 Last data update December2012

HSS – Hungarian Simulation Society 
The Hungarian Member Society of EUROSIM was estab-
lished in 1981 as an association promoting the exchange 
of information within the community of people involved 
in research, development, application and education of 
simulation in Hungary and also contributing to the en-
hancement of exchanging information between the 
Hungarian simulation community and the simulation 
communities abroad. HSS deals with the organization of 
lectures, exhibitions, demonstrations, and conferences. 

 www.eurosim.info 
 javor@eik.bme.hu 
 HSS / András Jávor,  
Budapest Univ. of Technology and Economics,  
Sztoczek u. 4, 1111 Budapest, Hungary 

HSS Officers 
President András Jávor, javor@eik.bme.hu 
Vice president Gábor Sz cs, szucs@itm.bme.hu 
Secretary Ágnes Vigh, vigh@itm.bme.hu 
Repr. EUROSIM András Jávor, javor@eik.bme.hu 
Deputy Gábor Sz cs, szucs@itm.bme.hu 
Edit. Board SNE András Jávor, javor@eik.bme.hu 
Web EUROSIM Gábor Sz cs, szucs@itm.bme.hu 

 Last data update March 2008

ISCS – Italian Society for Computer 
Simulation 
The Italian Society for Computer Simulation (ISCS) is a 
scientific non-profit association of members from indus-
try, university, education and several public and research 
institutions with common interest in all fields of com-
puter simulation. 

 www.eurosim.info 
 Mario.savastano@uniina.at 
 ISCS / Mario Savastano, 
c/o CNR - IRSIP, 
Via Claudio 21, 80125 Napoli, Italy 

ISCS Officers 
President M. Savastano, mario.savastano@unina.it
Vice president F. Maceri, Franco.Maceri@uniroma2.it 
Repr. EUROSIM F. Maceri, Franco.Maceri@uniroma2.it 
Secretary Paola Provenzano,  

paola.provenzano@uniroma2.it 
Edit. Board SNE M. Savastano, mario.savastano@unina.it

Last data update December2010

 
 

 
LIOPHANT Simulation 

Liophant Simulation is a non-profit association born in 
order to be a trait-d'union among simulation developers 
and users; Liophant is devoted to promote and diffuse 
the simulation techniques and methodologies; the Asso-
ciation promotes exchange of students, sabbatical years, 
organization of International Conferences, organization 
of courses and stages in companies to apply the simula-
tion to real problems.  

 www.liophant.org 
 info@liophant.org 

 LIOPHANT Simulation, c/o Agostino G. Bruzzone, 
DIME, University of Genoa, Polo Savonese,  
via Molinero 1, 17100 Savona (SV), Italy 

LIOPHANT Officers 
President A.G. Bruzzone, agostino@itim.unige.it 
Director E. Bocca, enrico.bocca@liophant.org 
Secretary A. Devoti, devoti.a@iveco.com 
Treasurer Marina Masseimassei@itim.unige.it 
Repr. EUROSIM A.G. Bruzzone, agostino@itim.unige.it 
Deputy F. Longo, f.longo@unical.it 
Edit. Board SNE F. Longo, f.longo@unical.it  
Web EUROSIM F. Longo, f.longo@unical.it 

Last data update December2013
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LSS – Latvian Simulation Society 
The Latvian Simulation Society (LSS) has been founded 
in 1990 as the first professional simulation organisation 
in the field of Modelling and simulation in the post-
Soviet area. Its members represent the main simulation 
centres in Latvia, including both academic and industri-
al sectors. 

 briedis.itl.rtu.lv/imb/ 
 merkur@itl.rtu.lv 
 LSS / Yuri Merkuryev, Dept. of Modelling 
and Simulation Riga Technical University 
Kalku street 1, Riga, LV-1658, LATVIA 

 

LSS Officers 
President Yuri Merkuryev, merkur@itl.rtu.lv 
Secretary Artis Teilans, Artis.Teilans@exigenservices.com

Repr. EUROSIM Yuri Merkuryev, merkur@itl.rtu.lv 

Deputy Artis Teilans, Artis.Teilans@exigenservices.com

Edit. Board SNE Yuri Merkuryev, merkur@itl.rtu.lv 

Web EUROSIM Oksana Sosho, oksana@itl.rtu.lv 
 Last data update December2013

PSCS – Polish Society for Computer 
Simulation 
PSCS was founded in 1993 in Warsaw. PSCS is a scien-
tific, non-profit association of members from universi-
ties, research institutes and industry in Poland with 
common interests in variety of methods of computer 
simulations and its applications. At present PSCS counts 
257 members. 

 www.ptsk.man.bialystok.pl 
 leon@ibib.waw.pl 
 PSCS / Leon Bobrowski, c/o IBIB PAN, 
ul. Trojdena 4 (p.416), 02-109 Warszawa, Poland 

 
PSCS Officers 
President Leon Bobrowski, leon@ibib.waw.pl 
Vice president Tadeusz Nowicki,  

Tadeusz.Nowicki@wat.edu.pl 
Treasurer Z. Sosnowski, zenon@ii.pb.bialystok.pl 
Secretary Zdzislaw Galkowski, 

Zdzislaw.Galkowski@simr.pw.edu.pl
Repr. EUROSIM Leon Bobrowski, leon@ibib.waw.pl 
Deputy Tadeusz Nowicki, tadeusz.nowicki@wat.edu.pl 
Edit. Board SNE Zenon Sosnowski, z.sosnowski@pb.ed.pl 
Web EUROSIM Magdalena Topczewska  

m.topczewska@pb.edu.pl 
 Last data update December2013

SIMS – Scandinavian Simulation Society 
SIMS is the Scandinavian Simulation Society with 
members from the four Nordic countries Denmark, Fin-
land, Norway and Sweden. The SIMS history goes back 
to 1959. SIMS practical matters are taken care of by the 
SIMS board consisting of two representatives from each 
Nordic country (Iceland one board member). 

 
SIMS Structure. SIMS is organised as federation of re-
gional societDjouaniies. There are FinSim (Finnish 
Simulation Forum), DKSIM (Dansk Simuleringsforen-
ing) and NFA (Norsk Forening for Automatisering). 

 
 www.scansims.org 
 esko.juuso@oulu.fi 
 SIMS / Esko Juuso, Department of Process and Environ-
mental Engineering, 90014 Univ.Oulu, Finland 

 

SIMS Officers 
President Esko Juuso, esko.juuso@oulu.fi  
Vice president Erik Dahlquist, erik.dahlquist@mdh.se 
Treasurer Vadim Engelson,  

vadim.engelson@mathcore.com 
Repr. EUROSIM Esko Juuso, esko.juuso@oulu.fi  
Edit. Board SNE Esko Juuso, esko.juuso@oulu.fi 
Web EUROSIM Vadim Engelson,  

vadim.engelson@mathcore.com 
Last data update December2013

 
 

 

SLOSIM – Slovenian Society 
for Simulation and 
Modelling 

SLOSIM - Slovenian Society for Simulation and Mod-
elling was established in 1994 and became the full 
member of EUROSIM in 1996. Currently it has 69 mem-
bers from both slovenian universities, institutes, and in-
dustry. It promotes modelling and simulation approach-
es to problem solving in industrial as well as in academ-
ic environments by establishing communication and co-
operation among corresponding teams. 

 
 www.slosim.si 
 slosim@fe.uni-lj.si 
 SLOSIM / Rihard Karba, Faculty of Electrical  
Engineering, University of Ljubljana,  
Tržaška 25, 1000 Ljubljana, Slovenia 
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SLOSIM Officers 
President Vito Logar, vito.logar@fe.uni-lj.si  
Vice president Božidar Šarler, bozidar.sarler@ung.si 
Secretary Aleš Beli , ales.belic@sandoz.com 
Treasurer Milan Sim i , milan.simcic@fe.uni-lj.si 
Repr. EUROSIM B. Zupan i , borut.zupancic@fe.uni-lj.si 
Deputy Vito Logar, vito.logar@fe.uni-lj.si
Edit. Board SNE Rihard Karba, rihard.karba@fe.uni-lj.si 
Web EUROSIM Vito Logar, vito.logar@fe.uni-lj.si 

 Last data update December2013

UKSIM - United Kingdom Simulation Society 
UKSIM has more than 100 members throughout the UK 
from universities and industry. It is active in all areas of 
simulation and it holds a biennial conference as well as 
regular meetings and workshops. 

 
 www.uksim.org.uk 
 david.al-dabass@ntu.ac.uk 
 UKSIM / Prof. David Al-Dabass 
Computing & Informatics,  
Nottingham Trent University 
Clifton lane, Nottingham, NG11 8NS 
United Kingdom 

 

UKSIM Officers 
President David Al-Dabass, 

david.al-dabass@ntu.ac.uk 
Vice president A. Orsoni, A.Orsoni@kingston.ac.uk 
Secretary Richard Cant, richard.cant@ntu.ac.uk
Treasurer A. Orsoni, A.Orsoni@kingston.ac.uk 
Membership chair K. Al-Begain, kbegain@glam.ac.uk 
Univ. liaison chair R. Cheng, rchc@maths.soton.ac.uk 
Repr. EUROSIM Richard Zobel, r.zobel@ntlworld.com  
Deputy K. Al-Begain, kbegain@glam.ac.uk
Edit. Board SNE Richard Zobel, r.zobel@ntlworld.com 

 Last data update December2013

 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

EUROSIM OBSERVER MEMBERS 

KA-SIM Kosovo Simulation Society 
Kosova Association for Modeling and Simulation (KA – 
SIM, founded in 2009), is part of Kosova Association of 
Control, Automation and Systems Engineering (KA – 
CASE). KA – CASE was registered in 2006 as non Profit 
Organization and since 2009 is National Member of 
IFAC – International Federation of Automatic Control. 
KA-SIM joined EUROSIM as Observer Member in 
2011. 
KA-SIM has about 50 members, and is organizing the in-
ternational conference series International Conference in 
Business, Technology and Innovation, in November, in 
Durrhes, Albania, an IFAC Simulation workshops in 
Pristina. 
 

  www.ubt-uni.net/ka-case 
  ehajrizi@ubt-uni.net 
 MOD&SIM KA-CASE 

      Att. Dr. Edmond Hajrizi 
      Univ. for Business and Technology (UBT) 
      Lagjja Kalabria p.n., 10000 Prishtina, Kosovo 
 

KA-SIM Officers 
President Edmond Hajrizi, ehajrizi@ubt-uni.net 
Vice president Muzafer Shala, info@ka-sim.com 
Secretary Lulzim Beqiri, info@ka-sim.com 
Treasurer Selman Berisha, info@ka-sim.com 
Repr. EUROSIM Edmond Hajrizi, ehajrizi@ubt-uni.net 
Deputy Muzafer Shala, info@ka-sim.com 
Edit. Board SNE Edmond Hajrizi, ehajrizi@ubt-uni.net 
Web EUROSIM Betim Gashi, info@ka-sim.com 

Last data update December2013

ROMSIM – Romanian Modelling and 
Simulation Society 
ROMSIM has been founded in 1990 as a non-profit so-
ciety, devoted to theoretical and applied aspects of mod-
elling and simulation of systems. ROMSIM currently 
has about 100 members from Romania and Moldavia. 

 www.ici.ro/romsim/ 
 sflorin@ici.ro 
 ROMSIM / Florin Stanciulescu,  
National Institute for Research in Informatics, Averescu 
Av. 8 – 10, 71316 Bucharest, Romania 
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ROMSIM Officers 
President Florin Stanciulescu, sflorin@ici.ro 
Vice president Florin Hartescu, flory@ici.ro 

Marius Radulescu, mradulescu@ici.ro 
Repr. EUROSIM Florin Stanciulescu, sflorin@ici.ro 
Deputy Marius Radulescu, mradulescu@ici.ro 
Edit. Board SNE Florin Stanciulescu, sflorin@ici.ro 
Web EUROSIM Zoe Radulescu, radulescu@ici.ro 

 Last data update December2012

RNSS – Russian Simulation Society 
NSS - The Russian National Simulation Society 
(    -

 – ) was officially registered in Russian 
Federation on February 11, 2011. In February 2012 NSS 
has been accepted as an observer member of EUROSIM. 

 www.simulation.su 
 yusupov@iias.spb.su 
 RNSS / R. M. Yusupov,  
St. Petersburg Institute of Informatics and Automation 
RAS, 199178, St. Petersburg, 14th lin. V.O, 39  

RNSS Officers 
President R. M. Yusupov, yusupov@iias.spb.su 
Chair Man. Board A. Plotnikov, plotnikov@sstc.spb.ru 
Secretary M. Dolmatov, dolmatov@simulation.su 

Repr. EUROSIM R. M. Yusupov, yusupov@iias.spb.su 
Deputy B. Sokolov, sokol@iias.spb.su 
Edit. Board SNE Y. Senichenkov, sneyb@dcn.infos.ru 

 Last data update February 2012

 
 

SNE – Simulation Notes Europe 
Simulation Notes Europe publishes peer reviewed 
Technical Notes, Short Notes and Overview Notes on 
developments and trends in modelling and simulation in 
various areas and in application and theory. Furthermore 
SNE documents the ARGESIM Benchmarks on Model-
ling Approaches and Simulation Implementations with 
publication of definitions, solutions and discussions 
(Benchmark Notes). Special Educational Notes present 
the use of modelling and simulation in and for education 
and for e-learning. 

 
 
 

SNE is the official membership journal of EUROSIM, 
the Federation of European Simulation Societies. A 
News Section in SNE provides information for EU-
ROSIM Simulation Societies and Simulation Groups. In 
2013, SNE introduced an extended submission strategy 
i) individual submissions of scientific papers, and ii) 
submissions of selected contributions from conferences 
of EUROSIM societies for post-conference publication 
(suggested by conference organizer and authors) – both 
with peer review. 

SNE is published in a printed version (Print ISSN 
2305-9974) and in an online version (Online ISSN 
2306-0271). With Online SNE the publisher ARGESIM 
follows the Open Access strategy, allowing download of 
published contributions for free. Since 2012 Online SNE 
contributions are identified by an DOI (Digital Object 
Identifier) assigned to the publisher ARGESIM (DOI pre-
fix 10.11128). Print SNE, high-resolution Online SNE, 
source codes of the Benchmarks and other additional 
sources are available for subscription via membership in 
a EUROSIM society. 

Authors Information. Authors are invited to submit 
contributions which have not been published and have 
not being considered for publication elsewhere to the 
SNE Editorial Office. SNE distinguishes different types 
of contributions (Notes): 
• Overview Note – State-of-the-Art report in a specific area, 

up to 14 pages, only upon invitation 
• Technical Note – scientific publication on specific topic in 

modelling and simulation, 6 – 8 (10) pages 
• Education Note – modelling and simulation in / for educa-

tion and e-learning; max. 6 pages 
• Short Note – recent development on specific topic,  

max. 4 pages 
• Software Note – specific implementation with scientific 

analysis, max 4 pages 
• Benchmark Note – Solution to an ARGESIM Bench-

mark;basic solution 2 pages, extended and commented so-
lution 4 pages, comparative solutions on invitation 

Interested authors may find further information at SNE’s 
website  www.sne-journal.org (layout templates for 
Notes, requirements for benchmark solutions, etc.). 

 

SNE Editorial Office /ARGESIM     
 www.sne-journal.org, www.eurosim.info 
 office@sne-journal.org (info, news) 
  eic@sne-journal.org Felix Breitenecker  

                                        (publications) 



To learn more about how you can reinforce engineering concepts  
using a combination of theory, simulation, and hardware, view this webinar.

www.maplesoft.com/SNEWebinar

A  C y b e r n e t  G r o u p  C o m p a n y

Contact us: +49 (0)241/980919-30

A modern approach to  
modeling and simulation

www.maplesoft.com  |  germany@maplesoft.com

© 2015 Maplesoft, ein Bereich von Waterloo Maple Inc., 615 Kumpf Drive, Waterloo, ON, N2V1K8, Kanada. Bei Maplesoft, Maple und MapleSim 
handelt es sich jeweils um Warenzeichen von Waterloo Maple Inc. Alle anderen Warenzeichen sind Eigentum ihrer jeweiligen Inhaber.

MapleSim is built on Maple, which combines 
the world’s most powerful mathematical 
computation engine with an intuitive, “clickable” 
user interface.

With MapleSim, educators have an  
industry-proven tool to help bridge  
the gap between theory and practice.

• MapleSim illustrates concepts, and  
helps students learn the connection  
between theory and physical behavior

• A wide variety of models are available  
to help get started right away



The language of technical computing
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Über eine Million Menschen weltweit sprechen
MATLAB. Ingenieure und Wissenschaftler in
allen Bereichen – von der Luft- und Raumfahrt
über die Halbleiterindustrie bis zur Bio-
technologie, Finanzdienstleistungen und
Geo- und Meereswissenschaften – nutzen
MATLAB, um ihre Ideen auszudrücken.
Sprechen Sie MATLAB?

Modellierung eines elektrischen
Potentials in einem Quantum Dot.  

Dieses Beispiel finden Sie unter:
www.mathworks.de/ltc

®

Parlez-vous 
MATLAB?
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